Laurent Perrier Grand Siècle
La Cuvée
Price
Code

£150.00
LAUR035

Grand Siecle is Laurent Perrier's top deluxe cuvee, made from a
unique blend of the last 3 greatest vintages. Decadent, sumptuous
in style with great finesse.

Tasting Notes:

Starry bright, with a brilliant yellow hue. Subtle hints of honey,
hazelnuts, grilled almonds and fresh pastry make this a perfect
wine to go with the finest dishes. The taste is powerful and yet
well-rounded, this wine is rich and savoury, finishing with a
deliciously fresh touch. The length of its flavours is remarkable.
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Specification
Vinification

To produce Laurent-Perrier’s luxury cuvee, Bernard de Nonancourt decided to
concentrate on two of the mainstays of Champagne’s know-how: the blending of
different crus (wines from separate villages) and from different harvest years. The
epitome of Champagne blending, Grand Siècle by Laurent-Perrier calls on wines
from the finest growths and the very best harvests; years which have been
declared as vintages by Laurent-Perrier. Made to be given or shared with friends
and family it is a very seductive champagne, totally enjoyable.

ABV

12%

Size

75cl

Drinking Window

Drink now through to 2026

Country

France

Region

Champagne

Area

Tours-sur-Marne

Type

Champagne

Grapes

Chardonnay

Genres

Fine Wine, Vegan, Vegetarian

Vintage

NV

Style

Brut

Body

Rich, full flavoured and toasty

Producer

Laurent-Perrier

Producer Overview

Fired by a passion for Champagne, a respect for traditional values and, most
importantly, for people, Bernard de Nonancourt inspired Laurent-Perrier with his
independent spirit and creative audacity.

Closure Type

Cork

Food Matches

Complex and well-balanced, Grand Siècle by Laurent-Perrier contains all the
ingredients to enable it to match a wide range of refined dishes. It would provide
the perfect foil to poultry with truffles, or to veal with wild mushrooms. You could
also try it with fish such as mullet or sea-bass.

Press Comments

Wine Enthusiast Top 100 Wines of 2018: 97/100 points.
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